Mobile Platform Scale

Quality. Reliability. Accuracy.

Model SRV710W / SRV740W

These app-enabled mobile platform scales
make gathering weight for lions, tigers, bears,
and other large animals both easy and safe
whether being weighed in their habitat or
holding cage.
The scale’s durable stainless frames are coated
with an aggregate infused polyurea coating that
provides a slip-free surface for animals, reducing
the fear of slipping that animals often associate
with a scale.
The scales incorporate hermetically sealed load
cells and built-in displays allowing for complete
wash down of the scales.

WIRELESS
The scale’s electronics are equipped
with Bluetooth wireless communication,
enabling the animal keeper to operate the
scale at a safe distance using a Bluetooth
equiped android tablet or phone.

LARGE WEIGHING SURFACE
The scale’s large 36” x 54”(SRV710W) and
30” x 40” (SRV740W) anti-skid surfaces
are ideal for gathering weight on large
hoofstock or turtles.

CAPACITY
2,000 Lbs. or 907 Kgs.

PORTABLE
Two people can easily carry the scale to
where the animals are being weighed.
Simply place on a hard flat surface.

POWER
Six “AA” batteries provide up to 800 weigh
cycles.
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Mobile Platform Scale
Model SRV710W / SRV740W

Quality. Reliability. Accuracy.
SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS
2,000 Lb / 907 Kg

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

.2 Lb / .1 kg

BUTTON FUNCTIONS

Zero/Weigh, lb/kg, Hold/Recall

DISPLAY UNITS

Pounds / Kilograms

PORTABILITY

Two people can easily move scale
to point of use.

POWER

Six (6) “AA” Batteries

HELD WEIGHT
*TABLET ONLY*

Highest stable weight is
automatically stored in memory.
Press “HELD Wt” on the tablet to
recall the last stored weight

AUTO POWER DOWN

Approximately five (5) minutes
from last button press. (including
tablet operation)

SCALE WEIGHT

140 Lbs.

WARRANTY

Two (2) Years

DIMENSIONS in [cm]

SRV710W 36.0” [91.4]
SRV740W 30.0” [76.2]

SRV710W 54.0” [137.2]
SRV740W 40.0” [101.6]

MAX WEIGHT

PACKAGING

3
59.0

SRV740W

SRV710W

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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